Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Redundancy of words and characters in English language helps cryptanalysts in guessing the cipher text. Acc. to Shannon theory, the entropy of printed English lies between 0.6 and 1.3 bpc based on successive character prediction level of a person [1] . Whereas, Cover and King [2] , estimated the entropy as 1.25 bpc. Researchers [3] [4] [5] estimated the entropy of DNA sequences. After comparing it with the entropies of other natural languages, they concluded that expressing power of DNA is higher than any other natural language. Moreover, Tsonis et al. [6] in his study declared that DNA sequences do not follow any linguistic properties. Hence, translating any language first to DNA sequences and then applying cryptography technique upon it can prevent the attacks based on frequency analysis.
Adding or hiding data in chemical DNA sequences does not require us to be very clever For most tasks, a flat encoding of 2 bits/nucleotide, assigned in alphabetical order would be a sufficient starting point. A=00 C=01 G=10 T=11 With this basic foundation, we can add binary segments to DNA that could be used to store interspersed hidden data, annotate existing DNA sequences, watermark a DNA computing solution, and so on. Depending on the task, different operations could be performed on the binary sequence while the DNA encoding scheme remains constant. For the purposes of data storage or transport, a compression step on the binary data would be useful. For a watermark, an encryption step would be appropriate. For annotation, plain text or simple codes could be used. After each important sequence, perhaps it would be useful to add a checksum to verify that the DNA strand hasn"t degraded or been altered. In all cases, the application would drive the operations performed on the hidden data and in all cases, existing wellknown binary techniques could be used for this purpose. The motivation for this is simple. The fewer complex and unprecedented steps are performed on data, the easier it is to process, embed, extract, and explain in court. Extending this notion to live DNA requires great care. Unlike, chemical DNA where changes can be made wherever necessary to hide data, with live DNA, besides the obvious dangers of active genetic segments, there are other complications. Although, only a small percentage of DNA codes directly for genes, in addition to genes, there are regulatory and structural regions. Altering or adding sequences that seem innocuous may have profound effects when processed by cellular machinery.
RELATED WORK
The existing works are explained in the following table i.e. [7] 2008 link the unit identity to its interaction profile in the network Lukas Kencl et al. [8] 2010
solve the information concealing problem Hayam Mousa et al. [9] 2011 introduced a reversible information hiding scheme Jin-Shiuh Taur et al. [10] 2012
proposed an improved algorithm named the 
EXISTING WORK
In this existing method, the algorithm first randomly selects a DNA sequence for example, TAGCATGACT. Each letter is then given a subscript index starting from 0. Message index is the first positional index value of the DNA sequence. As the next step, any complementary rule. As per the algorithm, a single letter is replaced with a specific letter defined by the complementary rule. For example, if the complementary rule 1 is selected, then, as a first bit (most significant bit) apart from the obtained sequence, a letter "A" is inserted which implicitly tells the receiver that rule 1 is selected. Likewise, if letter "C" is inserted, then it tells that rule 2 is used and "G" is used for rule 3.
The message to be encoded is then taken and each letter in the faked DNA sequence is given subscript. Each letter in the message is converted into its ASCII equivalent and they are then converted into equivalent binary form. Each two digits in the converted binary sequence are converted. Then, the message index position (first position of each letter) in the faked DNA sequence is applied to each letter of the converted sequence. Each digit in the resultant sequence is replaced with its equivalent three digit binary value and the equivalent alphabet value is replaced for the binary value. For example, if the obtained binary value is 010 011 101 … , then it will be replaced as C D F… where A has the value 000, B has 001 and so on. The resultant sequence of alphabets is transmitted over to the receiver. In the receiver side, the reverse process is done in which the original receiver knows the complementary rules and the randomly selected DNA sequence. The message to be sent is then encoded with the fake DNA sequence and transmitted. It can also be elaborated by following diagram: 
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In the existing system, if the unintended user gets to know that data is hided in the particular DNA then the extraction of data is possible in the DNA based Steganography. It is due to the fact the data is in plain form in the DNA. While the cryptography makes the data in encrypted form but the data is visible to the unintended user. To make the process more robust and secure the data must hided must be cascaded by cryptography and the Steganography. In this work the input is an color image. The R, G, B component are extracted from the image. The extracted components are converted in to the binary format. Then the binary array is reshaped to the block of 8 bit. Then the secret message is encrypted to the DNA by using the indexing of the faked DNA. Then the encrypted message i.e. DNA is hided to blue component of the image by replacing the LSB of the each block by one bit. The present work can also be easily explained by the following diagram:
The decryption process is the reverse of the encryption process. This work is beneficial due to the double cover medium one is DNA and the other is image. Moreover, the DNA is hided to the blue component of the image that makes system imperceptible.
CONCLUSION
The paper proposes an imperceptible technique to secure the message while transmission. The technique is highly secured as it uses two cover medium to hide the message. The message is firstly encrypted to the DNA then the encrypted DNA is hided in to the blue component of the image. The system is highly secured and efficient. In future, the other cover medium can also be used to hide the message.
